addition, my discussion touches briefly on issues of authorship and reliability of the letter's narrative as historical evidence. Finally, I suggest what we can gain from studying this letter in terms of new insights regarding women's court ballet as a whole as well as individual aesthetic and socio-political contributions by Marie de Medici as patron-performer.
Discussion

Basic Questions of Performance History
Although previously known sources conflict regarding the 1605 ballet de la reine's date and location, 5 Jacques Compar, duc de La Force, asserts that Marie de Medici initiated rehearsals for the women's dancing no later than 10 January 1605, with the Louvre performance occurring in the early hours of 24 January. 6 The letter archived by Peiresc confirms this time period, specifying that an audience assembled at the Louvre late in the evening on 23 January while the ballet itself began at around one o'clock in the morning of 24 January. The Florentine ambassador in Paris, Baccio Giovannini, similarly reports that the ballet took place in the middle of the night, as does another source not previously identified, Le romant des chevaliers de Thrace, which offers a print description of a running at the barrier which took place in February 1605 but also briefly discusses Marie's ballet the previous month. 7 By reading such sources together with the letter found among Peiresc's collected papers we learn, too, that this ballet was repeated at multiple Paris locations over a period of seven hours. Our letter mentions that between four and eight o'clock in the morning, after the ballet's presentation at the Louvre, it was danced again at 'other assemblies', the first being the home of 'monsieur de Rhony' (Maximilien de Béthune, duc de Rosny and future duc de Sully, who resided in Paris at the Arsenal). La Force specifies further that the ballet's final location, following the Arsenal, was the archbishop's palace; 8 somewhat wearily, he adds, he spent the whole night scurrying about accompanying Henri IV, who wished to attend all three performances, and it wasn't until day that he with the king returned to the Louvre. 9 In sum, we can now determine with clarity that a large crowd gathered at the Louvre on the evening of 23 January, that the ballet proper got under way at the Louvre around midnight or just after, and that performances continued into the morning at two additional noteworthy Paris residences.
The total number of people who saw this ballet at its three locations combined must have been in the thousands. Scholars have not known how many spectators attended Marie de Medici's ballets, but we can speculate based on the fact that Louis XIII's ballets, performed in the same rooms as his mother's, attracted 'several thousand' spectators. 10 Lack of sufficient space at the Louvre would soon lead Henri IV to order construction of a new room at the Arsenal designed for larger audiences; complete with two levels of gallery seating, this theatre was inaugurated on 6 December 1609. 11 Marie de Medici's performances at the Arsenal would have taken place before this date in a smaller room, thus putting additional pressure on the Grand Salle du Louvre to accommodate would-be spectators. If for the queen's first French court ballet in 1602 vast numbers of spectators had found themselves physically discomfitted, 12 for her production three years later an even larger audience gathered: La Force states outright that he had never seen such a great assembly at the Louvre. 13 Giovannini, who also attended at the Louvre, similarly notes the large numbers of spectators, complaining that the press and confusion interfered with his enjoyment of the ballet: 'Having seen the ballet rehearsed with costumes, I know it was very beautiful, but the ballet being around midnight and with so great a crowd of spectators and confusion of people, I have to admit that I can't stand such discomfort any more'. 14 Giovannini's experience was not unique; Henri IV's secretary of state Nicolas de Neufville, seigneur de Villeroy, reported to Beaumont (the French ambassador in England) that at this queen's ballet 'the press was so great that one had little pleasure there'. 15 A further sense of crowded confusion comes through in our letter, which jokingly references the dozens of cutpurses and cunning thieves of hats and cloaks who infiltrated the audience, as well as the huge numbers of horses, litters, and carriages required by those attending, including what our writer flippantly refers to as veritable 'troops' of pages. 16 Spectators at this and other royal ballets were mostly of elevated social status, although ordinary Parisians could also attend. Seating was arranged by gender and rank. According to Le romant des chevaliers de Thrace, the assembly gathered at the Louvre for Marie's 1605 ballet de la reine was 'full of those whom rank, duty, and hope kept near the king' along with 'others called there by curiosity'. 17 Scaffolds erected along three sides of the hall afforded good views of the dancers and allowed socially prominent spectators to display themselves as well. 18 The letter archived by Peiresc further emphasizes the extent to which spectators, seated according to social status, themselves formed part of the spectacle: had his addressee been there, the writer states, 'you would have seen all the ladies of the city, well attired, seated on scaffolds made especially for the occasion, the gentlemen a little lower than the ladies without obscuring the view of the others, and at the middle of the railing were seated all the princes and lords of the court with many jewels on their clothes, and there was nothing but diamonds, rubies, emeralds, and gem ornaments on all sides'. With the kingdom's wealth thus prominently on display, Henri IV not surprisingly went out of his way to invite to the Louvre performance every ambassador present in Paris. 19 The Onstage Action To learn what this audience saw onstage in the Grand Salle du Louvre, we must turn to the letter found among Peiresc's papers supplemented by several other overlooked documents. These sources sometimes differ regarding specifics but together they enable a reasonably accurate overview. According to the letter found among Peiresc's collected papers, the entertainment proper began only after Henri IV had brought order to the assembly and taken his place. First came thirty violins 'marching softly' 20 up to the king; next entered thirteen lutes; and then came the king's Music or chorus, 'well composed' of thirty voices, at the centre of which appeared an Italian woman whom our letter writer tells us was 'so remarkably dressed that it would be impossible for me to depict her'. All of these musicians wore carnation and white coloured costumes made from cloth of silver and taffeta. Once each group had come before the king to take up its appropriate position in the hall, a 'little dwarf belonging to the queen' suddenly appeared, dressed in a black taffeta cassock covered in 'tinsel' (thread of gold, silver, or other rich metal typically used for court ballet or masque costumes) which reflected the lights in the hall thus adding to the production's other stunning visual effects. Wearing a mask with 'two faces as one depicts Janus', this dwarf made 'a thousand grimaces, leaps, and capers'. Having toured the room two or three times to violin accompaniment, he then returned to the door from which he had entered, from which next appeared twelve pages, each bearing two white torches in his hands. Dressed like the musicians in carnation and white costumes with little white boots covered in 'tinsel', these pages danced 'a thousand passages and figures'. After the pages took their places, the Music then played for the entry of César de Vendôme, the king's eldest natural son, dressed as a girl ('en fille'), who bowed to Henri IV and then returned to the door, from which Marie de Medici herself finally entered the room accompanied by eleven princesses.
Richly attired, the queen and her companions marched in a grave fashion and made a little passage. When they arrived at the centre of the room, the musicians sang the king's praises. The queen then approached her husband, the instruments ceased, and she with her companions greeted him ceremoniously. Marie then continued her ballet, accompanied sometimes by the violins, sometimes the lutes, sometimes the Music. The dancing seems to have been extensive, for the queen, eventually becoming weary, seated herself on a specially constructed chair. At this point, the musicians suddenly exited their places to come before the king, where the Italian woman previously mentioned began, in our unknown letter writer's words, to charm the ears of the company by her voice more divine than human. Following this song, the queen resumed her dancing until she and her female companions had completed her ballet.
Usually this grand ballet -the set of figured dances performed by the entire ensemble or, in a queen's ballet, the troupe of noblewomen led by the queen -ended the performance proper, which was followed directly by the revels or ball in which the ballet's noble participants favoured elite members of the audience by taking them out as partners. In this instance, however, the king seems to have found himself surprised by an additional entry. Hearing the sound of martial instruments -trumpets, oboes, and drums -at the door, the king 'not knowing what it was' seated the queen and dismissed the princesses. Next the duc de Nevers came forward mounted on a horse decorated with 'tinsel'; arriving at the centre of the room, Nevers played a lute passed to him by a monkey who served him as lackey. Although there is some contradiction among extant sources regarding this final entry's remaining elements, including their exact order, La Force, the anonymous Le romant, and our letter all mention 'Turks' and multiple camels with riders in exotic guise; they also agree that these camels got down on their knees before the king as did their riders and that Henri IV allowed the distribution of a cartel from the 'Chevaliers of Thrace' to the princes and lords in the ballet's audience, challenging them to a barriers which would be performed at court during the last eight days of carnival. 21 Specific to the letter at Carpentras are several remarkable details concerning audience reaction. According to the letter's author, spectators at the Louvre took great pleasure in witnessing the 'cinq pas' made by the onstage entourage who, hearing the trumpets, drums, oboes, violins, lutes, and other instruments making a nightmarish din, and seeing the ladies 'pissing themselves' and the gentlemen 'shitting' from derisive laughter, were so ashamed that they found themselves completely silenced, unable to utter the planned address to the king. The entourage then exited the room 'well mocked and ashamed', going back to their residences in order to put their harangue in writing to be delivered to Henri IV the next day. The wording in this passage renders unclear whether the 'beasts' in question were the camels, their riders (a dwarf and a Tartar whom La Force calls 'savages'), and/or the groups of 'Turks' and 'moors' who accompanied them playing trumpets, oboes, and drums. 22 If the entry's letter to Henri IV was meant to be delivered orally during the ballet as a 'dict' or harangue, however, the audience's uproarious outburst scuttled this original plan, according to our letter writer, thereby necessitating presentation of the address in writing. Once the fictional visitors departed, the ballet's other performers left in their coaches for the Arsenal, where the evening's second performance would take place, while the princes among the audience initiated the 'bal' or social dancing that lasted until the king declared his need to depart the Louvre with his retinue for the ballet's next performance venue.
Significance
Eye-witness accounts of early modern performance are not always reliable, and in this case, lack of information regarding our letter's author and addressee makes such questions of authority particularly vexed. 23 It is possible, however, to make educated guesses as to the letter writer's social identity and location as well as the overall veracity of his performance descriptions.
First, whoever composed this account was somewhat learned: note the letter's classical references to figures such as Janus and the ancient Greek painter Apelles, as well as contemporary humanists and orators such as Guillaume du Vair and Blaise de Monluc. Second, the author shows familiarity with court protocols and even individual courtiers, though not likely at a level of personal intimacy: he recognizes that the king appears at the ballet dressed in his usual manner, he identifies Nevers, the princesses, and the queen's dwarf, and he even knows that the Music includes an Italian woman singer (though not her name). The writer clearly attended the Louvre performance in his own person: no second-hand description could be this detailed and include so many unique specifics corroborated by other, reliable sources. Certain information, such as this letter's report that the queen's dwarf danced in the production and that an Italian woman sang, does not appear in other extant documents, to my knowledge. Yet we know that Marie de Medici's household did include dwarfs and, as I argue elsewhere, a close look at records regarding the Caccini consort's sojourn at the French royal court for the winter 1605 festival season makes highly credible this letter's assertion that an Italienne sang with a 'voice more divine than human' as part of Marie's ballet that year. 24 Perhaps the biggest puzzle regarding this letter's authority as evidence for the history of court ballet performance concerns its description of the Louvre audience's reaction to the ballet's final entry, specifically the report that spectators ridiculed the entry's visiting entourage causing the performers to bumble their way offstage. 25 No other source I know of substantiates this testimony. Our unknown author's amused, even scatological recounting of the audience's derision and its effects on the bodies of the spectators and the competencies of the entry's performers may well indulge exaggeration, yet of only a different kind, perhaps, than that found in typical royal panegyric from this period describing other court performances. Indeed, we know that Henri IV himself found it highly amusing when such productions went unexpectedly astray: in one case the king reportedly responded with great mirth when pyrotechnics designed for a barriers at court accidentally set the hall on fire, scuttling the production.
It seems prudent, therefore, to grant at least provisional authority to this letter writer's narrative, despite the as yet unsolved mysteries regarding his particular identity. Given this conclusion, what additional new insights might we gain regarding the history of royal women's ballet de cour in general and Marie de Medici's contributions to the genre in particular? Below, I offer three suggestions.
First, through our letter's detailed mapping of this ballet's varied and numerous entries, including moments that engage the burlesque and/or employ male performers, we may challenge previous assumptions regarding an exclusively decorous and elevated tone taken up in women's court ballet. Overall, ballet de cour research tends to focus on productions sponsored and performed by men, particularly during the reigns of Louis XIII and XIV. Those women's productions that have received significant scholarly attention, such as the 1581 Ballet comique de la reine, fall during the late Valois period. Noting women's geometric or figured dances in royal ballets from this earlier period, Mark Franko nonetheless asserts that in burlesque ballet circa 1620-36, the sub-genre he most values for its 'playful resistance' to royal ideology, no women danced: 'Unlike Valois court ballet, burlesque ballets under Louis XIII were performed by all-male casts'. 26 A closer look at Marie's 1605 French court ballet as it is described by our letter writer, however, shows that at the first Bourbon court of Henri IV, elements of the strange, the edgy, and the exotic could and did feature prominently in at least one royal woman's ballet, as did performers of both sexes: such features include a queen's dwarf grimacing and leaping, a young royal male en travesti (César de Vendôme 'en fille'), several live animals (a monkey, camels, and perhaps even a horse), 27 and another dwarf who, along with the camels, seems to have enacted forms of antic bumbling our letter writer likens to a 'sink-a-pace' performed by 'beasts'. In this ballet, such burlesque elements appear side by side with graceful choreographies and 'divine' songs performed by women. Admittedly, the queen and her princesses do not adopt in their own bodily comportment the antic and strange, but the queen's ballet itself can and does.
Further aspects of our letter help us to gauge how such formal innovations impacted multiple levels of audience reception. This 1605 ballet, it seems, captured its spectators' interest through divine singing and graceful dancing; it also reduced those assembled to fits of mocking laughter. Recognition of such complex aesthetic responses in turn indicates the queen's contributions to historically specific developments regarding court ballet's composite features. During the period 1581-1610, Margaret McGowan asserts, ballet practitioners at court sought to broaden the genre's aesthetic scope and political framework in part by introducing burlesque elements. 28 McGowan does not discuss women's ballet de cour as part of this development, but based on Marie's 1605 production as outlined in this essay, we can both confirm McGowan's general hunch about changes to court ballet during the reign of Henri IV and also extend the implications of her guess to include at least one production sponsored and performed by Marie de Medici.
Second and relatedly, this manuscript letter indicates how conspicuous consumption in Marie de Medici's courtly spectacles involved not only opulent, bejeweled costumes for dancers (as frequently noted in other contemporary reports) but also 'living, breathing luxury items' such as foreign women singers and dwarfs. 29 As I have argued, if the Italian woman who according to our letter sang during this 1605 ballet de la reine was the famous Francesca Caccini or even her sister Settimia or stepmother Margherita, we may now discern Marie de Medici's direct responsibility for facilitating the integration, in France, of Italian musical innovations within court ballet. 30 Moreover, while English language scholars have recently mapped the participation of foreign women singers and dwarfs in court masques and plays sponsored and performed in England by Marie's youngest daughter Henrietta Maria, queen consort to Charles I, the letter archived by Peiresc and studied here now identifies specific French precedents for such casting choices within a production directly organized and danced by Henrietta's own mother. 31 Third and finally, analysis of this letter and its provenance suggests the extent to which royal women's ballets such as this one were recognized by contemporaries as ceremonial, even political events. Scholarly consensus now asserts that early modern court spectacle was inherently bound up with local and international politics, including questions of rule within kingdoms and diplomatic relations with other courts, yet we are just beginning to map the nature and extent of women's contributions in this vein. Marie de Medici's 1605 ballet, as noted above, garnered spectators from the French court and the city of Paris but also select international spectators chosen by royal design. For some time, Henri IV had actively pursued policies designed to rebuild French financial solvency and civic unity after the wars of religion. In this particular context, public gatherings and ceremonials like this queen's ballet enabled the French crown to showcase before foreign representatives concrete evidence of the kingdom's increasing strength, most notably the wealth of its grandees and prosperity of its cities. 32 In 1605, according to the Medici court representative, the ambassadors in attendance at the queen's ballet included himself, the papal nuncio, representatives from Spain, Venice, and Flanders, as well as Ludovic Stuart, duke of Lennox, who had recently arrived in Paris as the extraordinary ambassador representing James I of England. 33 When these ambassadors witnessed the queen dancing alongside 'eleven princesses', literally surrounding herself with France's women of highest rank, they saw evidence, symbolically at least, of her newfound authority within the kingdom. The king, too, gained a timely occasion by which symbolically to assert himself before his own subjects as well as representatives of foreign courts. Queens' masques performed in London and Valladolid in the period 1603-5, in part by excluding Henri IV's ambassador to James I as a privileged spectator, worked against French interests by helping to foster and mark an Anglo-Spanish peace. 34 Marie de Medici's equivalent performance in Paris was attended by representatives of both Philip III and James I, yet in seating these ambassadors within the hall Henri IV courteously but firmly insisted on his own prerogatives as host. As we learn from our letter (and as corroborated by other documents), Henri IV entered the Grand Salle du Louvre before the ballet was to begin in order to put the assembly in order ('pour faire ranger tout le monde'). First he arranged the ambassadors' seating according to confessional stance, placing those of England on one side and the papal nuncio and the Catholic princes on the other; once this arrangement had been achieved such that 'all was so ordered that there was not any scuffle nor noise', the king then expelled other spectators from the room on the basis, it seems, of lesser status as marked by dress. 35 Thus arranging his own subjects but also representatives from foreign courts, Henri IV publicly asserted mastery in his own house, both literally and figuratively.
Our letter writer's interest in these aspects of the performance helps to elucidate early modern understandings of what social and political functions underpinned such instances of royal spectacle and ceremonial; so does the interest shown by Peiresc. This document comes down to us through Peiresc's registres or collected papers, and specifically as part of a series of documents that are dedicated to descriptions of French court ceremonials. I discuss the archiving of these documents in more detail below; here, suffice it to note that although this letter is the only ballet description found among Peiresc's two recueils on ceremonial, its inclusion among documents of this type suggests that Peiresc recognized this ballet as a ritualized enactment of royal authority. So did our letter writer: although our author concludes his report of the ballet by jesting about the trivial content of his letter, his very detailed narrations concerning costumes, jewels, the orderly placement of persons both onstage and off, etc. belie such self-mockery and testify to this ballet's ultimate significance for its contemporaries as a codified staging of rule.
Textual Description and Editorial Principles
Manuscript Description
The shelfmark for this document is: Carpentras, Bibliothèque Inguimbertine, Ms 1794, ff 429r-430v. 36 Ms 1794 at the Bibliothèque Inguimbertine comprises a recueil or volume of gathered papers from the collection of Nicolas-Claude Fabri de Peiresc (1580-1637), the famous antiquarian from Provence. Peiresc 'was one of the most erudite … collectors of curiosa of the seventeenth century'; along with numerous printed books, Peiresc's library included ancient and medieval manuscripts as well as personal papers (registres) comprised of his own notes and occasionally original documents or brief transcriptions of them, as well as numerous letters, including letters he himself had received, copies of letters sent to others, and 'other original or copied letters which had come into his possession'. 37 Of the approximately 120 volumes from among Peiresc's personal papers now housed in Carpentras, only two -Mss 1794 and 1795 -comprise descriptions of royal and other court ceremonies such as Te Deums, processions, baptisms, royal entries, etc. One such description is our manuscript letter recounting what took place at the 1605 ballet de la reine. Folio 429's watermark in the shape of a pot, discovered by Eliane Roux, helps to date the manuscript as roughly contemporary with the ballet: such watermarks are typical of paper found throughout France in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. 38 The manuscript itself, though, is not signed. The letter's original recipient also remains a mystery, since no evidence internal to the text names the addressee and any greeting that may have existed prior to the paper being bound does not appear; nor is there an accompanying envelope.
Battifol assumes that Peiresc himself authored the letter. 39 But while this document undoubtedly came into Peiresc's possession and may even have been written to him, close paleographic analysis fails to confirm him as author; nor does external biographical evidence seem to support Battifol's assumption. Neither of the manuscript hands are Peiresc's own; neither to my knowledge do they match the hands for any of Peiresc's known personal secretaries or copyists. Biographer Pierre Gassendi also implies that Peiresc had not yet made his first trip to Paris in January 1605, when the performance that our letter describes took place. 40 For reasons discussed above, the author of this description must have personally attended the Louvre production. Therefore, unless Gassendi is wrong regarding Peiresc's whereabouts in January 1605, Battifol's assertion regarding Peiresc's authorship appears incorrect.
Although the letter may have been written to Peiresc, the hand for this document does not seem to match that for any of Peiresc's known correspondents. How exactly this document came into Peiresc's possession thus remains unclear. Is this an original letter or a copy? The text itself includes two hands, the first encompassing the document's title and part of the first sentence only. The rest of the document contains several corrections but these are not overly remarkable or numerous. The document presents no characteristic physical features common to letters written and delivered during this period (crease marks, seals, notes on reverse sides of the paper indicating details of the date, sender, or recipient, etc.).
My best guess regarding provenance is that this document comprises a copy made at the request of Peiresc himself, close to the date of the ballet performance, for inclusion among a series of texts that describe royal ceremonials. For this argument, I rely heavily on insights by Eliane Roux communicated in personal correspondence. We may surmise Peiresc's interest in ceremonial descriptions such as these near the time of Marie de Medici's ballet by analyzing the manuscript, placed immediately following our document within the same recueil, which describes a royal 'Carouzère' or carrousel performed in Paris in February 1606. As is well known, Peiresc traveled to Paris as secretary to Guillaume du Vair in August 1605. 41 The hand for the document describing the carrousel is definitely Peiresc's, and although at least one printed catalogue indicates that Peiresc is this document's copyist, 42 Roux contends that Peiresc himself must have been the author: not only did he correct the content of the description as he was writing (see for example f 431r), interrupting some words, cancelling others, and adding lengthy descriptions of particular performance elements, but François de Malherbe, who consulted Peiresc when composing verses for the production, expressed in a letter to Peiresc his satisfaction that his friend had been able to attend the carrousel. 43 If Ms fr 1794's 'Carouzère' description is indeed an original report authored by Peiresc himself, it shows that Peiresc was personally interested in court ceremonial, and in recording its descriptions, very early on. This information in turn suggests that Peiresc in all likelihood entered into possession of the 1605 ballet letter within a reasonably short time after the event took place. It is also likely that Peiresc himself organized the recueil of ceremonial descriptions in which this letter is placed. Like the other volumes that comprise Peiresc's registres at the Bibliothèque Inguimbertine, this one was bound after Peiresc's death by his friend and correspondent Pierre Dupuy. Peiresc himself, however, sorted his documents by subject matter and organized them in packets; these 'fagots', as he called them, correspond more or less to the volumes into which Dupuy then placed them. 44 From this history, it is safe to conclude that the organization of volumes at Carpentras likely corresponds with the general order given by Peiresc.
Editorial Principles
In editing this letter with French transcription and English translation, my goal is to make the narrative, with all of its idiosyncracies, available for both anglophone and francophone researchers. My translation aims above all to clarify the information provided in the letter's narrative account of the ballet event for a scholarly audience, but where possible I have also attempted to convey the letter's tone and replicate its figures of speech with English equivalents.
I confine glosses in the French transcription to extremely fundamental orthographic clarifications and limit longer explanatory annotations to the edited translation. I have not needed to collate variants since this manuscript is to my knowledge a unique extant copy; where helpful, however, my notes to the translation indicate relevant sections from Jolly's manuscript, either because his transcription helps to make sense of a confusing letter or word in the seventeenth-century document or in order to alert readers to discrepancies between my own transcription and Jolly's that may be important to the text's meaning.
In keeping with Early Theatre's practices, my transcription follows reed guidelines, which strictly limit modernization and other emendations that would otherwise be standard according to L'École nationale des chartes. 45 Following reed, for example, I transcribe dittography, indicating relevant instances in notes; I also enclose cancelled text in square brackets ([ ]), mark illegible text by angle brackets enclosing a stop for each illegible letter (<…>), and indicate interlineations above the line by enclosing them in upper half brackets ( + , ). I do not correct inconsistent scribal use of upper versus lower case; I insert no punctuation marks, apostrophes, or hyphens; and with the exception of expansions, which I italicize, my transcription consistently reproduces original spelling. In this instance, painstaking transcription of the letter's original orthography, which is unusual even by seventeenth-century standards, may help others to narrow the unknown author's identity (by region of origin, for example); in the few instances where scribal spelling might cause significant confusion for readers, however, I modernize in notes. Where necessary to comply with regular usage, my transcription separates clustered words or combines words separated by spacing (for example, rendering 'voie la' on f 429r as 'voiela'). I significantly depart from reed practice, however, regarding accents and cedilles. In this case, I follow Bernard Barbiche and Monique Chatenet's L'Édition des textes anciens, XVIe-XVIIIe siècle and Barbiche's revised online guidelines for editing seventeenth-century documents; specifically, I have inserted accents to indicate the relevant sounds for the letter(s) e and ee in final syllables only, and have employed the accent grave for the letters a, e, and u in prepositions and monosyllabic adverbs in order to distinguish homographic words (eg. à, où vne Italienne si bien atifée quil me seroyt <.> impossible de uous la depeindre bref tous ceux que Ie uous ay là nommés estoient habillés dincarnat et blanc mais après que chascun eut son ordre les uiollans commençarent à jouer et soudain entre un petit nain de la reyne avec une soutane de taphetas noier couverte de clinquans aiant deux visages comme on depeint / f 429v / Ianus faisant milles grimaces cabriolles et entrechats il eut fait deus ou trois tours de salle reuint à la porte où entrarent douze pages avec deus flambeaux blancs chascun en leur mains uestues dincarnat et blanc portant de petites botines blanches couvertes de clinquan faissant mille passages et figures comme cella feut faict pour couper court ils eurent leur place et les viollans les luts et la musique commançarent à jouer tous ensemble et antra monsieur de vandome habillé en fille qui vint [fa<…>] faire la reueranse au Roy et après Retourna à la porte doù sortit la reine accompaignée de unze princesses marchant dune façon grave faisant des petis pasages et comme elle feut au millieu de la salle les musiciens chantarent les louanges du Roy et estant auprès du Roy tous les instrumans cessarent et la reine avec ses princesses sallua sa magesté après cella elle continua le ballet et tantot les viollans tantot les luts tantot la musicque jouoit jusques à ce qui i la reine feut lassé qui sassit dans une cheze de satin incarnat toute couverte de clinquans et soudain les musisiens sortirent de leur place pour ce venir mettre au deuant du roy où ceste fame itallienne commança de charmer les oreilles de la companie par sa voix plustot divine que humayne après cella la reine sota de sa place et recommansa à danser jusques quelle eut finy le bale ii de vous dire de la fasson quelles estoint habillés le pinceau d'Apelles [de uous dire la façon quelles estoint] ne seroyt pas suffisant de les pouuoier depeindre ie vous diray bien que sur leur habis qui estoient incarnas et blancs on ne uoioit que diamans que perles quenseignes que joyaux que pierraries uous eussiés dict à le uoier quelles estoient couvertes destoilles ce nestoyt que lumière que clarté que flambeaux que des soleil bref les rayons de leur habits offusquoient la ueue des assistans enfin comme la Reine eut achevé de danser on entendit douze trompettes à la porte de la salle autant dhaubois et tambours et le Roy ne sçachent que sestoyt donne sa place à la reine et fit conger toutes les princesses et commanda que personne ne quitte son ordre et setant mis à vn coin uoilla entrer monsieur de nevers dans la salle monté sur un petit bidet tout couuert de Clinquans qui se uint mettre au millieu de la salle où il Comança de iouer du lut quun petit cinge qui lui i sic for que. ii sic for ballet. seruoyt de lanqué luy donna et aussitot on uoyt entrer sept chameaux montés de sept turcs quy s'en viendrent deuant le Roy le premier desquels portoyt en sa bouche un panier plain de cartels & defits aux princes et aux soineurs
sa magesté leur commanda de mettre leur dire par escrit cest la choze la mieus faicte du monde les laquais la crient par paris si ieusse heu de largent ie uous en eusse envoyé une copie pour conclure donc comme dict monsieur du vair les chameaux sortirent de la salle bien mocqués et honteus et le meilleur expediant quils eurent ce feut dentrer chascun dans son carrosse et aller escryre leur arangue pour la faire voier le landemain au Roy cepandant le bal se dressa et les princes commancerent à danser pandant que ceux du ballet entrent en carrose pour aller ches monsieur du Rhony iii alors le Roy commanda quon cessa car il estoit temps daller aux autres assemblés il estoyt quatre heures quant le balet sortit du louure et huict lorsquil Retourna de uous peindre asture combien il a cousté combien valloyt ce quelles portoient combien il y auoyt de flambeaux des chevaux de litières de carrosses combien de suises des soldas de gardes des cossois iv combien des douzaines de copeurs de bourses des charretées des laquais des troupes vous demande autre choze cest bien peu qun escu de chasque mot pour [po] moy ie ne metz poinct la main en la plume à moins sy cestoyt un autre ie luy en ferois paier davantaige prepares donc vos lunettes pour les conter pendant que ie me disposeray à chercher le someil car il est temps.
Translation with Annotations
The queen's ballet danced in Paris the 23rd of January 1605
The queen's ballet was danced on the 23rd of this month of January, where you would have seen all the ladies of the city, well attired, seated on scaffolds made especially for the occasion, the gentlemen a little lower than the ladies without obscuring the view of the others, i and at the middle of the railing ii were seated all the princes and lords of the court with many jewels on their clothes, and there was nothing but diamonds, rubies, emeralds, and gem ornaments iii on all sides. The time of the ballet approaching around one hour after midnight, the king -dressed as usual having a gem ornament iv and a feather on his hat, a sash over his shoulder, v his sword at his side, his cloak on his left arm, and i
The men's seating was arranged so that the women's view of the ballet would not be blocked and/or so that the women could themselves be seen by others in the audience: both meanings are appropriate. ii According to Battifol, a barrier or rectangular railing framed the centre of the hall (Le Louvre, 112). This railing would have demarcated the performance space from the sections occupied by spectators. iii enseignes: jewels; also gem ornaments in the sense of specially shaped arrangements of precious stones worn as accessories. Such gem ornaments included elaborately designed jeweled hat badges for men worn especially by French courtiers and kings; see Yvonne Hackenbroch, Enseignes (Firenze, 1996), 2-87, esp. 2. According to Hackenbroch, enseignes were starting to become less fashionable by the early seventeenth century. iv See fn iii above. v chayne de senteur en escherpe: a cloth band, ribbon, or sash draped over one shoulder and across the chest as a mark of rank. Battifol's paraphrase describes the king with 'la poitrine barrée par une écharpe blanche' [his chest crossed by a white scarf] (Le Louvre, 113). Our letter makes no reference to the sash's colour but given its assertion that the king appears dressed according to custom, the inference seems fitting. Several contemporary portraits feature Henri IV wearing a white sash crossing his breast from shoulder to waist; see for example Pourbus's early seventeenth-century portrait at the Musée national du château de a baton in his hand -left his chamber and came to the Great Hall of the Louvre i to have every one arranged in their places, the English ambassadors on one side, the papal nuncio on the other, and the princes too. In brief, all was so ordered that there was not any scuffle nor noise. And so as not to forget the particular circumstances ii of the ballet: after the king had arranged everyone in their places, he himself began to tour the hall, and when he was near me who was last, monsieur le chevallier rapped his baton on my neighbour and made two or three leave. iii God knows I was greatly afraid, but he didn't dare say anything to me because he recognized that I carried myself iv , 1992) , 56. In our letter, Henri IV himself is described two sentences earlier as appearing with a baton in hand, while this 'monsieur le chevallier' also singles out with his baton those spectators who must leave the hall. In addition, the same pronoun ('lui') indicates this 'monsieur le chevallier' and the king who returns to his place in the next sentence. Either way, Henri IV visibly participates in selecting several spectators for exclusion from the assembly. iv iauois aussi bonne minne: mine indicates apppearance and allure, representing social status; avoir bonne mine means to carry oneself decorously and to be dressed well, according to high social rank. v Battifol says that 'Peiresc' dissembled and hid his head when the king approached, but our narrator gives no such indication. Rather, the tone is that of mock self-aggrandizement: since When he had returned to his place, behold there entered thirty violins dressed in carnation i taffeta covered in cloth of silver with carnation silk stockings and white slippers. They marched softly ii and as they arrived in front of the king, the master of ceremonies gave them their place. After this there entered thirteen dressed in cloth of silver each with his lute in his hand, and they had their place like the others. After these the king's Music iii entered, well composed of thirty voices, in the middle of which there was an Italian woman iv so well decked out v that it would be impossible for me to describe no French subject equals the king in status, the letter's author must be joking about his own elevated appearance and comportment. i incarnat: also flesh coloured, rose coloured. ii ils marchent doucement: they dance making walking steps. Marcher doucement can mean to adopt an ordinary walk with emphasis, putting first the toes on the floor followed by the rest of the foot, or to move or walk delicately, quietly, peacefully, or slowly. Given the ceremonial nature of the violins' arrival and movement toward the king and their assigned position in the hall, the phrase seems to indicate that these musicians moved purposefully as a group, most likely stepping delicately in a slow, controlled fashion. I am grateful to David J. Buch for discussing with me the various meanings this phrase may evoke. iii Musique here means the group of musicians specifically patronized by the king for performance at court. her to you. In brief, all those I've previously mentioned to you were dressed in carnation and white. But after each of these was correctly ordered, i the violins began to play and suddenly there enters a little dwarf belonging to the queen, ii with a robe iii made of black taffeta covered in tinsel iv having two faces as one depicts Janus, v making a thousand grimaces, capers, and entrechats. vi He made two or three tours of the room [and] who came to make a bow iv to the king, and after this he returned to the door from which came out the queen accompanied by eleven princesses walking in a grave fashion and making little passages, v and once she was in the middle of the room, the musicians sang the praises of the king, and [the queen] being near the king, all the instruments ceased and the queen with her princesses greeted His Majesty. After that, she continued the ballet, and sometimes the violins, sometimes the lutes, sometimes the Music played until the queen became weary i and seated herself in a chair of carnation satin all covered with tinsel. And all of a sudden the musicians came out of their place to position themselves before the king, where this Italian woman began to charm the ears of the company by her voice more divine than human. ii After that, the queen left her seat and again began to dance until she had finished the ballet. To tell you the fashion in which they iii were attired: even the paint brush of Apelles iv would not suffice to be able to depict them. I will tell you that on their costumes, which were carnation and white, one saw only diamonds, pearls, gem ornaments, v precious stones, and jewels. Seeing it, you would have said that they were covered with stars. All was only light, brightness, flames, suns. In brief, the rays from their costumes blinded the eyes of the spectators.
Finally, when the queen had finished dancing, one heard twelve trumpets at the door of the room [and] as many oboes and drums, vi and the king not knowing what it was, i seated the queen ii and dismissed all the princesses, and ordered that no one leave his place, and having placed himself in a corner, iii behold Monsieur de Nevers iv enters the room, mounted on a horse v all covered in tinsel, who came to put himself in the middle of the room where he began to play the lute given to him by a little monkey that was serving him as lackey. And immediately one saw enter seven camels mounted by seven Turks vi who came before the king, the first of which carried in his mouth a basket full of cartels vii and challenges, and when he was in front of His Majesty, [he] began costume; all of these characters then mount scaffolds to play dance music for the rest of the ballet. i
Battifol does not mention Henri IV's surprise at this final entry. ii donne sa place à la reine: presumably the king seated the queen in 'her' place, i.e. one reserved especially for her, most likely the special decorated chair near to his in which Marie had sat previously when resting. Alternatively 'sa place' may reference the king's own seat which he gave to her. iii l'estant mis à un coin: alternatively, being placed in a retired spot not exposed to the audience's view or simply in a corner of the room. The ambiguous syntax and lack of punctuation in the manuscript mean that grammatically this phrase could modify either the king or Nevers. But since Henri IV is subsequently given the basket of cartels by a camel and throws the cartels to the princes in the audience, his position in the room necessarily remains a highly visible one. The clause in question thus works much better to modify Nevers, who may be understood to have been waiting in a retired space in the hall or near it before riding forward into view. iv Charles de Gonzagues, duc de Nevers et Rethel and future duke of Mantua and Montferrato (1580-1637). Son of Louis de Gonzague (Ludovico de Gonzaga, younger son of Guglielmo de Gonzaga, duke of Mantua and Montferrato) and Henriette de Clèves, duchess of Nevers, Charles de Gonzague-Nevers performed frequently in court ballets during the reigns of Henri IV and Louis XIII. v bidet: horse, particularly an ordinary horse of small stature especially designed to carry knights on their voyages (a palfrey) or a courser specially bred as a fast carrier of messages between armies or kingdoms. vi Together, the other two extant sources that describe this ballet's onstage action indicate clearly that there were two camels (not eight) and that they were mounted by two 'savages', specifically a dwarf and a Tartar. See La Force, Mémoires authentiques, 1.390-1, and Le romant des chevaliers de Thrace, 6. La Force and the anonymous author of Le romant also describe ten Turkish slaves sounding their oboes and wearing golden chains at their necks, arms, and legs, together with eight well-dressed moors, all of whom got down on their knees (as did the two camels) before the king; on their music and its likely effect on the audience, see p 130, fn vi. vii cartels: in court ballets, according to Mark Franko, cartels were 'small scrolls handed or thrown, and sometimes shot with an arrow, by the performers to members of the audience for them to read aloud'; these texts often commented on characters personated by dancers.
to get down on his knees i and presented to him his basket ii which was taken by the king, and threw the cartels to the princes. iii
Franko also notes the 'discrepancy between the cartel 's historical function as challenge to battle and its balletic function as conveyor of a récit. The cartel inevitably suggested a scheda provocatoria or provocatoria charta, a written challenge to duel'. Mark Franko, Dance as Text: Ideologies of the Baroque Body (Cambridge, 1993), 80, 101. On the specific texts circulated through the cartels during the 1605 queen's ballet, see fn iii below. i La Force similarly mentions prostrating camels (Mémoires authentiques, 1.390-1). Battifol assumes that individuals in costume personated these camels, whose riders were mounted 'on ne sait comment' (Le Louvre, 114). But the camels must have been real animals: according to Le romant des chevaliers de Thrace, the dwarf who kneeled at the king's feet had just descended from a camel who also 'got down on its knees, having thus been trained ' (emphasis mine) ['le Chameau (qui s'agenouilla, ayant esté ainsi dressé)'] (6), and from a pamphlet published the same year as this ballet performance we know that the duc de Nevers had himself acquired camels, perhaps for a menagerie of exotic animals designed to advertise his sovereign status as a prince étranger; see (Paris, 1940) , 624. ii The syntax leaves the referent uncertain, suggesting that since the camel carries the basket in its mouth, it was this animal who delivered the cartel to Henri IV. La Force, however, describes the cartel as being given to the king by the camel's 'savage' rider (Mémoires authentiques, 1.391). iii Battifol asserts that the king himself threw the cartel but according to Le romant des chevaliers de Thrace, 8, Henri IV permitted the dwarf to present this cartel, in French and Spanish, to the princes and lords in the audience. The cartel's text also circulated more widely in print via Le romant where it is reproduced in both French and Spanish; it was presumably a copy of this same cartel that La Force sent to his wife along with his letter describing the queen's ballet. The text, issued by the duc de Nevers and his party under the guise of Chevaliers of Thrace, challenges the other princes and lords of the court to run the jousts the eight last days of carnival as part of the February 1605 barriers (a genre of court entertainment featuring costumed knights performing feats of arms separated at a barrier).
It was the greatest pleasure in the world to see the sink-a-pace i made by these beasts who, hearing the trumpets, drums, oboes, violins, lutes, and other sorts of instruments, made a noise, a great discordant din, ii and seeing that the Ladies pissed themselves and that the majority of gentlemen were disposed to shit from laughter over the ballet, iii they were so ashamed that they acted like the assesseur iv before the king, unable to speak a word. They or envoyer promener. In this case, the phrase 'couchier le ballet de rire' would indicate that the gentlemen were disposed to ruin the ballet or 'put the ballet to bed' with laughter, causing an end to the performance before it was properly completed. More likely, though, the verb is conchier; Jolly's transcription indicates that he reads the manuscript hand this way as well. Conchier, a transitive form of chier dating back to the twelfth century and deriving from the Latin concacare, means to soil with excrement (Dictionnaire historique de la langue française, 737). In this context, 'conchier le ballet de rire' means literally to soil the ballet with excrement and metaphorically to dishonour and show disdain for it, ridiculing the ballet with derisive laughter. The scatological tone that attends conchier is fully in keeping with this passage, since just previously the letter's author indicates equally crudely that the women 'pissed themselves' with laughter. Whatever the exact translation, the women and men both shame the performers through excessive laughter, helping to explain the 'vin et vinaigre' that the audience gives them thereafter and the performers' debilitating sense of shame. iv assesseur: magistrate's assistant. In the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, royal entries often included ceremonial greetings (harangues) delivered publicly to the monarch on behalf of the hosting city, often by an assesseur. The reference in our letter may be to a previous incident, known to the author and perhaps more widely, when an assesseur who was to give such a harangue unexpectedly remained speechless out of embarrassment or 'stage fright'.
were given wine and vinegar yet they [still] couldn't say a thing i and lost their voices completely, which caused His Majesty to command them to deliver their speech in writing. It is the best made thing in the world; the lackeys cry it throughout Paris. If I had had some money, I would have sent a copy of it to you. To conclude therefore, as Monsieur du Vair says: ii the camels exited the room well mocked and ashamed, and the best way they had of ending this embarrassing situation was that everyone got in his coach and went to write their speech in order to have it seen the next day by the king. iii i On avait beau à leur donner du vin et du vinaigre: 'They were given' could also be translated as 'one gave them' or 'we gave them', given that the letter's author was a member of the ballet audience. directly to the king and which Henri IV read before he allowed the dwarf to deliver a cartel to the princes in the audience, in French and Spanish (7-8). Given its panegyric tone, it is not entirely surprising that Le romant fails to record the less elevated details found in our document, ie, that during the ballet performance this dwarf was meant to deliver a 'dict' or harangue to the king but that the audience's uproarious outburst, by shaming the perfomer(s), necessitated instead a later presentation of this speech in written form. Le romant prints both the letter from the Thracians to Henri IV (7-8) and the cartel from the Thracian challengers to the French princes in the ballet audience -the latter in both French and Spanish versions (8) (9) (10) . Possibly this letter reproduced in Le romant was the same 'dict' that the dwarf had been meant to deliver aloud during the ballet on behalf of the Thracian knights for whom he and the rest of the entourage served as messengers.
Meanwhile, the ball began and the princes began to dance, during which those involved in the ballet i got into coaches to go to Monsieur Rosny's. ii Then the king ordered that the dancing cease because it was time to go to the other assemblies. It was four o'clock when the ballet left the Louvre and eight when it returned.
To describe to you now how much it cost, how much the women's outfits were worth, how many were the torches, the horses, the litters, the carriages, how many the Swiss guards, Scottish soldiers, iii how many the dozens of cutpurses, the great quantity of lackeys, of pages, iv and of cunning thieves of hats and cloaks, I would tell you everything and keep nothing for the return. Yet if some false messenger would recount it v to you otherwise, don't believe any of it and if he wants to tell you the contrary, vi For the rest, if you acknowledge that I've taken far too much trouble to write you this insignificant letter i and if you desire to recompense my labour, I ask of you nothing else but -a tiny sum -one écu per word. ii For myself, I never put pen to paper for any less; if my addressee were any other, I would make him pay far more. Therefore, prepare your glasses so that you can count them iii while I will dispose myself to look for sleep because it is time. 
